Walking & Cycling in St Ives
Have your say

ST. IVES WALKING AND
CYCLING GROUP

Why walking and cycling?
St Ives is tackling climate change, traffic
congestion, economic and social inequality
and healthy recovery after the lockdowns.
The Town Walking and Cycling Group is
addressing the lack of connectivity and
cycle infrastructure that will encourage
safe and enjoyable walking and cycling,
especially for those short trips we often do in
the car.
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Greener town

• good walking and cycling environments
lower fossil fuel and carbon use and
promote space for nature and plants. Our
climate emergency puts our town at risk
and warrants taking giant steps to change.
Cleaner town

• reducing congestion will make our air
cleaner and our streets quieter and easier
to navigate and enjoy.
Healthier town

• good walking environments help us to keep
healthy, reduces obesity and improves
physical and mental wellbeing

Wharf Road is at times difficult to walk
along due to kerb steps, vehicles, seats
and bins. Cycles can only legally travel
one way.

Thriving and equitable town

• going to town on foot and by cycle
increases footfall, increases spend per trip
and improves access to those without a
car

Getting your view
library
corner
confusion

These suggestions are a flavour of what
we envisage the streets of St Ives could be
like with better conditions and facilities for
walking and cycling.
For us as well as them

The suggestions are not just for the town
centre and tourist hot spots, but for the
ordinary streets too, where all of us live and
work, for all ages, for men and women and
for all abilities.

What we have been doing
The group was set up in response to the
Neighbourhood Plan where local residents
and businesses expressed concern that
walking and cycling requires attention in
the town to improve the ability and comfort
of these ways of getting around, to reduce
traffic congestion and improve air quality
and enjoyment of the small scale of our
streets and neighbourhoods.

our tight streets and junctions like Library
corner are crowded with vehicles turning
and people walking in the tight leftover
spaces

Auditing our streets

The group have reviewed the town’s streets,
lanes and opes, looking at how easy and
enjoyable it ius to get around the town on
foot or on cycle. We have considered the
needs of the elderly, those using pushchairs
and walking with young children, as well
as the needs of those with mobility or visual
impairment.
Profiling
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We have considered how our town has a
low car ownership and high child poverty
compared to many towns in Cornwall, yet
we have large numbers being driven to
school and seasonally used car parks taking
up a large land area in the town.

Walking & Cycling in St Ives
How can we improve?
Transforming our streets
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St Ives has some very old and narrow streets
and many newer ones designed around the
car away from the old town centre. Even
here in Carbis Bay and Lelant, the streets
have been largely given over to vehicle
convenience at the expense of walking and
cycling. Transforming these may take some
adjustment to how we have seen and used
these routes over recent years.

Comfortable and friendly
We want our streets to be comfortable, well
connected, and enjoyable to use.
connected and direct streets

St Ives narrow streets in the town centre and
Down’Long are part of its rich heritage. The
opes and lanes make it a highly walkable
area, The upper town though has largely
been built in the car era and large blocks
of houses often require long detours to walk
around.
The hilly topography also means lots of
the connecting routes are stepped. This
makes it difficult to access for people with
mobility difficulties or wheeling a pushchair or
shopping trolley.

some of our street junctions are very
awkward to cross on foot and cycle, and
discriminate against those with mobility
difficulties - nor do they slow traffic as
they might

attractive

Everyone enjoys a good view and St Ives
has some of the best. But every street should
be enjoyable in some way. Tree planting
and rain gardens are one way of making
our streets not just attractive, but useful for
tackling climate change and improving
biodiversity too.

school gates
emerge onto
unforgiving
road

comfortable

Making space for walking and cycling will
increase comfort for everyone. Adding drop
kerbs, building pavements into wide tarmac
areas that aren’t used so much, will all aid
walking and cycling.
safe

Many of our streets have a legacy of not
having footways making them difficult to
walk on safely by all but by the elderly and
very young and less mobile in particular.
Adding back space will help everyone.

What about the Town Deal?
The Town Deal board is also proposing some
key improvements to the town:
• pedestrianisation of Fore Street and Wharf
Road

our school entrances are difficult to use
on foot and cycle as we have given over
all our space to a few vehicles

• a multi-use trail St Erth to St Ives
• a low carbon transport hub at the Station
The walking and cycling strategy will be
addressing the other streets and places in
the town, ones that matter for everyday small
trips to school, to the shops, to work or to
socialise. Together these projects will make St
Ives ready for the future.

what
do you
think?

space
looking for a
purpose

even some of our best public spaces are
awkward to walk through as we have
given them over to vehicle use and
footways are awkward or blocked
Our online survey link:
https://bit.ly/3gzwHBS

pathless
road pushes
pedestrians
out

some of our streets have no footways
and are difficult to walk along for those
who are less mobile, including the elderly
and very young

Walking & Cycling in St Ives
Better walking in town
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facilities to improve walking
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Potential walking improvements
existing seating
new seating
new footways/ footway improvements
public space improvement opportunity including seating/ public art

we have highlighted
some possible
improvements adding in new
footways where
there are none,
adding crossings
to help get across
busier traffic areas,
improving some
junctions to walk
across and adding
seats and pleasant
public spaces to
stop and rest, to
meet or just to sit.

pedestrianisation (Town Deal scheme) - operation hours to be confirmed

new uncontrolled pedestrian crossing with traffic calming
new parallel pedestrian and cycle crossing with traffic calming

possible location for traffic filter

what
do you
think?
Our online survey link:
https://bit.ly/3gzwHBS

Importance of routes

Potential walking hierarchies
Prestige Walking streets and lanes

To have 2m footways, continuous tables
across side road junctions, and drop kerbs

Primary Walking street and lanes

To have 2m footways one side min. where
fronting development, continuous tables
across side road junctions, and drop kerbs

Secondary Wlaking streets and lanes To have 2m footway one side min. and
drop kerbs
new uncontrolled pedestrian crossing with traffic calming
new parallel pedestrian and cycle crossing with traffic calming

5 min.
Core
Walk
Zone

10-15 min.
Feeder Walk Zone

we have suggested
some priorities
in the streets we
want to make sure
are excellent for
walking along. The
RED areas are the
prestige areas,
where appearance
is as important as
good functioning.
The ORANGE
primary routes and
YELLOW secondary
routes have more
functional roles for
walking, so dealing
with crossings,
junctions etc., is key.

Walking & Cycling in St Ives
Better walking - parish
improving wider parish walking
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Potential walking hierarchies
Prestige Walking streets and lanes

Primary Walking street and lanes

foodstore

Bay2Bay trail
PO/local shop

(by others)

across the wider
parish we have
highlighted
some possible
improvements
new parallel pedestrian and cycle
crossing
with traffic calming
suggested
allocating
some Quiet Lanes
uncontrolled pedestrian crossing
(where new
walking,
traffic calming
cycling and horse
riders have priority),
footpaths
addingexisting
crossings
to help get across
local facilities
busier traffic
routes
and connect
new footpath - subject
strategicpotential
paths,
landowner agreement
walks totoschool
etc,
improving some
junctions
toQuiet
walk
new
Lane
across. We have
also suggested some
public footpath
Bay2Bay multi-use trail (by others)
connections,
following
the rights
routes
NOTE: other public
of way in the parish
from theand
plan for clarity
of excluded
old tracks
connecting open
access land.

what
do you
think?
Our online survey link:
https://bit.ly/3gzwHBS
Potential walking hierarchies
Prestige Walking streets and lanes
Potential walking hierarchies
PrestigeWalking
Walkingstreet
streetsand
andlanes
lanes
Primary

Primary Walking street and lanes

new parallel pedestrian and cycle
crossing with traffic calming
new uncontrolled pedestrian crossing with
new parallel pedestrian and cycle
traffic calming
crossing with traffic calming
new uncontrolled pedestrian crossing with
existing
footpaths
traffic calming
local facilities
existing footpaths
potential new footpath - subject
local
facilities agreement
to landowner
potential new footpath
new Quiet Lane

new
Quiet
Lane trail (by others)
Bay2Bay
multi-use
NOTE: other public rights of way in the parish are
excludedBay2Bay
from themulti-use
plan for clarity
trail (by others)
NOTE: other public rights of way in thie parish are
excluded from the plan for clarity
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Better cycling
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facilities to improve cycling
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we have suggested
some new cycle
tracks and lanes
within the town
to provide a well
connected network
to easily get into
and out of the
town from our
neighbourhoods
and to our schools
by cycle. We have
concentrated on
the difficult to cycle
routes.

Cycle improvements
cycle track/ lane
traffic calmed street/ lane
contraflow cycle markings shown on one way streets
quiet lane
cycle parking stands and lockers
traffic filter
cycle parking hangars in neighbourhood streets
pedal logistics node
junction improvement: calming, table and kerb
radius reduction

what
do you
think?

all streets 20mph, contraflow for cycles permitted
on all one way streets by default

Our online survey link:
https://bit.ly/3gzwHBS

facilities to improve cycling - parish

new parallel pedestria
cycle crossing with tra

Sloop

new parallel pedestrian
and
pedal logistics
node o
cycle crossing with traffic

Sloop

Bay2Bay
multi-use trail
pedal logistics node
or hub
(by others)
Bay2Bay multi-use trail
cycle track
(by others)

St Ives station
Pottery

St Ives station

cycle track

cycle track on Bay2Ba

cycle lane (painted on
cycle track on Bay2Bay trail
highway)

Pottery

cycle lane (painted
on Lane/ traffic cal
Quiet
highway)
road

Quiet Lane/ trafficQuiet
calmed
Lane on Bay2Ba
road

key onetrail
way street wit
Quiet Lane on Bay2Bay
contraflow for cycles

Bay2Bay trail

we have put
forward these
cycle improvement
possibilities across
the wider parish
including cycle track
along the main road
from Lelant to St Ives.
A quieter route over
the ridgetop from
Steeple Lane and
Laity Lane to St Erth
would complement
the seaside Bay2Bay
proposed route and
complete the parish
network.

(by others)

Bay2Bay trail
(by others)

key one way street with
potential new cycle tr
contraflow for cycles
subject to landowner
agreement
potential new cycle track subject to landowner
other cycle parking fa
agreement
other cycle parking facilities

jug handle right turn
and crossing for
westbound cycles
into lay-by to link to
cycle track
jug handle right turn
and crossing for
westbound cycles
into lay-by to link to
cycle track

Walking & Cycling in St Ives
How it might look...

1
Wharf Road - potential pedestrianisation in daytime and/or in
summer season. An opportunity for cycle track (2 way) during
off peak periods.

3
High Stennack - 2 way cycle track and narrowed carriageway
to slow vehicles and make walking easier.
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2
Stennack/ North Terrace - a new 2 way cycle track up the
hill with new paving to improve walkability. Planting would
improve the street, provide shelter and shade and help absorb
extreme rainfall run off.

4
Higher Stenanck (Leach Pottery) - new footway and cycle track
connects Palemon Best recreation ground with the skatepark
and orchard to the rest of the town. Narrowed carriageway
and slower speed limit.

these are initial ideas! What do you think?
These views show how some of our streets might be
transformed to make them easier to cycle and walk along.
Some may require space to be reallocated from vehicles and
all suggest a slower speed environment on all our streets.
The views are suggestions for consultation and
discussion are not intended as fixed proposals
but are to provide a flavour of what might be
achievable and that would provide a boost to
walking and cycling in the town. All designs will
require full site surveys, traffic and engineering
assessment.

5
Higher Stennack/ Carnellis Road at the upper town Co-op parallel cycle crossing and cycle roundabout

what
do you
think?

Our online survey link: https://bit.ly/3gzwHBS
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How it might look...

6
Porthmeor Hill - uphill cycle lane and slower speed road

8
Trelyon Avenue/ The Terrace (Harbour Hotel) - 2 way cycle
track and junction realigned to reinforce the vehicle restricted
area in the town centre.
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7
Trelyon Avenue(A3047) - 2 way cycle track and slower speed
road to encourage greater use of the road for cycling, walking,
mobility scooters and ebiking.

9
Library Corner - surfacing with wider footways to improve
walkability. Traffic circulation may need some form of control
to achieve this in the restricted width, but people walking must
come first as this is the gateway to the town centre.

these are initial ideas! What do you think?
These views show how some of our streets might be transformed
to make them easier to cycle and walk along. Some may
require space to be reallocated from vehicles and all suggest a
slower speed environment on all our streets.
The views are suggestions for consultation and
discussion are not intended as fixed proposals
but are to provide a flavour of what might be
achievable and that would provide a boost to
walking and cycling in the town. All designs will
require full site surveys, traffic and engineering
assessment.

10
St Ives Road, Carbis Bay - 2 way cycle track and wide junction
bellmouths re3duced in size to create more pedestrian space.
Tree planting would give summer shade and help provide
shelter from winds.

what
do you
think?

Our online survey link: https://bit.ly/3gzwHBS

